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Question 1 

attend a people a seat 2;~ 

that sits 

Consider the three events: 
A = {Monday it }, 
B {Tuesday it will rai;1~, 

= {\\iednesday it will rain}, = 0.8 

the minimum interval co'vering P(AUBUC;, the probability that at one 

three \\1 rall!.. 

Find the interval covering. it;: that in al: days 
it 
Are A. Band C 
AssL:me B Cae mutuall; independent, Repezt (i 

answers. 

Care pair\vise indepenoent Bare 
B 

Question 2 

are :lUIY. 

seventh ball is also 
The selects six numbers 
numbers are 

dra\vl1, then the player \\ins E 1 000. 
probabiliI) 'winning exactiy £1 

( n 
" v 

A CD has 12 uacks or; and these are to be in random order. Suppose thaT have 
time to listen to only 5 tracks before YOL: go out, 

What the probability that the 5 played ,NiL ~he 5 or) tne::over case: 
You fo~' your CD player to play 5 tracks a: random. is the 
the 5 tracks played are your 5 favourite tracK5 (in 

Question 3 

:xoduction to produce bicycles. tot2.! 
ine 2. produces 20%. line 3 produces '::'C'O,C and line 4 produces rate:: for 

products for these production lines are 5%, 4°'0. and 2°~ 

2. 4 



p, e :s !S 

defective. is the It COIT:e>;a 

c) an independent . like Consumers Repon ouys 25 at 

the probability that none thern are defective? 
(5 \1arks) 

For the bicycles mentioned in the pre, ques'[ion. \\'hat are the mean 
standard deviation 

(5 lvlarks) 

Question 4 

X has = 2ex EXP{ -8x2 } x 0 and is zero else\vhere. 
that this is a one to one transformatio~', for the of X Yl,hich the p, 

non-zero. the standard transformatior: of \a,"iables resul~ to obtain the p.df for Y. 

the number of defective ones? 

(6 

t 2 \)(' I!ix B:) 

, 
i, 

Question 5 
r 

~\ that 3 binary message either 0 or 
to location B. the data sent over \i\'ire are 
so to reduce error, the value 2 is se:1t ever VI/ire when the is I. 

" and the value is O. If . is the value sem at ):Jcation 

"'/ must be transn"!itted 

the value 

R X N 
where N is the channel disturbance. \\bcn is independent of X. When the IS 

received at location B, the receiver decodes it according to the rule: 
if R 2:: 0 .5. then conclude that message 1 was sem 
i~' R< 0.5, then conclude that message 0 was sent 

t::--:at the channel noise, '\, is a unit normal random 'variable and. that 
message 0 or 1 is sent \-vith equal probability. what is the probability that \ve con.clude 
that the wrong message \\'as . wha~ is the proDs.bi:.it) error for this commu[,ication 
cha:1ne:. 

CO 
number meteors fou:1d <: ;"aaar system many 30-second interva: under spec fiee 

CO!1ditions ] .8l. Assume the me~eors appear 
" 

independemly. 
~\vhat if: the :xobability that DC meteors are found ir; intenal? 

h-iarks: 
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pl'Obabi at least more meteors 1:"[ tv.. (IS 

minutes of 

Question 6 

A continuous random variable X has cumulative distribution function: 

0, x:::;; (; 

;ifO<x::;l 
1, x> 1 

Find probability function x. 
Marks) 

b:: Calculate the expectation and variance X. 

Calculate the qua:-tiJe 
lv1arks) 

Question 7 

a new model. company IS to test 
\s. the alLernative hypothesis that it is less than 

Assume that the population distribution life lime 
is approximately nomlaL A sample of 16 light bulbs are foune to have sampJe mea,1 x= 987.5 

and sample "Iariance 

State the critical region and ans\ver \\"herher the null hypothesis IS 

12 
Find a 90% for the popdation variaJ1ce a=. 

(8 Marks) 
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